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to the interviewer and producer before they left No 10 this morning .

programme company is self-explanatory. It reinforces my request
Sit

AUSTRALIAN INTERVIEW tolwrp
The attached letter to the London director of the '60  Minute' /

u (r,

to use the whole of the interview and not edit it. We have also

told our post in Australia of our request to the programme and J

asked them to reinforce it locally .
LV )

2. I do not entertain great hopes that the programme will do

the right thing, though they are now clearly under some considerable

pressure.

3. However, it is our practice, as you know, to give journalists

transcripts of your interviews to ensure an accurate account is

on-the-record. I think we can best protect you by putting out

the full transcript of this interview, embargoed until the time

,of its bro st. In doing so we would make the point that we

do not know whether or not the interview will be broadcast in

full but that the transcript of the full recording is being made

available  for the purposes of record.

'l./'

4. An alternative approach would be to make the full transcript

available if we are approached. In fact, however, it is known

that you gave an interview to Australian television and we

certainly shall be asked for it. It is therefore better in my

view to make it generally available at the outset.

5. Content?

B. INGHAM

23 September, 1981.
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[TEXT] Pori No  10  P2,15,5,

R*tD
1. Interview was recorded today ran 30 minutes

(three 10-minute reels). Negus concentrated almost

exclusively on unemployment and charged that the PM

was inflexible and tough. This was nots,but

0149  -faro
Negus went on to claim at length thatd in $ people

he had met in Britain regarded the PM as pig-headed.

When pressed by the PM to substantiate this, he was

evasive  and unconvincing, but nevertheless he persisted
r f  e •

Continuing in the same vein, he pressed the PM about

tdze  relationship her e - S

/2. We

PM's TELEVISION INTERVIEW FOR "60 MINUTES"
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2. We have  no doubt that the PM acquitted

herself fully throughout the interview but

are less confident that this will come across,

should the interview be edited. We have

therefore told Negus and M, cStoker that,

in view of the way in which the interview was

conducted, the Prime Minister believes that

it should be broadcast in its entirety, as only

in this way Could a fair balance between

oeu.
Negus' charges and s replies be achieved.

3. They have agreed to convey  to  Stone

(the Executive Producer) but thought it

likely ,  because of the format and style of the

programme ,  ditin would be necessary.  4k-&a

and 9  le  4 s s

4. We should be grateful if you would

aAFaezffl!±T  reinforce the PM's view with Stone

informing us of the outcome.

5. Pleas also ensure that a synopsis of the

interview as broadcast, together with your

initial impression of how it will be received,

is telegraphed to the PM prior to her arrival.

I
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PRIME MINISTER

COMMONWEALTH HEADS OF GOVERNMENT MEETING: MEDIA

I gather that you and Carol have decided that her interview with you,
tentatively scheduled to take place in Melbourne, should be postponed
for the time being.

2. My earlier recommendations for media commitments in the context
of CHOGM were for:

i A half-hour television interview with the Channel 9
programme '60 Minutes' before departure, which would
cover the Commonwealth Conference, major international
issues and UK/Australian relations.

ii A meeting with British correspondents in Melbourne, on
or off the record, towards the end of the Commonwealth
Conference. You agreed  to  do this. (Flag 'A').

3. After consulting our High Commissioner in Canberra and the FCO,
I strongly recommend that you should give an interview to the Channel 9

.p-rogramme '60 Minutes' before departure. It has the highest rating of
any current affairs TV programme in Australia and any interview they
did with you would be broadcast at a peak viewing time on a Sunday
evening. You would probably get fairly hardhitting questions along
the lines of the 'Panorama' format here, but you would be talking to
a sympathetic viewing audience of an important and friendly
Commonwealth country. We would, of course, ask for notice of the
broad thrust of questions to be asked so that we could prepare any
necessary briefing.

4. I have tentatively arranged with Caroline that you might record
this interview on Wednesday, 23 September, for transmission in
Australia on Sunday, 27 September.

5. Content that I now offer the '60 Minutes' programme an interview
with you on 23 September?

B. INGHAM

4 Au ust, 1981.
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PRIME MINISTER cc: Mr Alexander

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting:

Media

The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting is still some way

off but I would like to obtain your agreement in principle on

interviews you might be prepared to do in connection with your visit

to Australia. We already have a large number of requests from the

Australian media and no doubt more will be forthcoming between now

and September.

You have already agreed to give Carol a short 5-10 minute

interview for Channel 7 "ll a.m. Programme". She would like to do

this interview shortly after your arrival ' ourne and plans to

cover both CHOGM and UK/Australian relations.

Both Australian Television and the main newspaper publishing

groups there have also requested interviews either in Melbourne or

before departure. If you are prepared to give interviews to the

Australian media before departure (so that they do not impinge on

the CHOGM meeting) then the choice would be:-

(1) An on-the-record briefing for representatives of

the four main newspaper publishing groups in

Australia all of whom have correspondents based

in London.

and/or

(2) A 30-minute television interview for the Channel 9

network programme "60 Minutes". This programme

has the highest rating of any current affairs TV

programme in Australia and any interview they did

with you would be broadcast at a peak viewing time

on a Sunday evening.

/I would
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I would not wish to recommend you to do both the press

conference and a television interview for the Australian media

before departure as there are a number of worthwhile competing

claims for foreign interviews which I shall be putting up to you

separately in the context of our EC Presidency and the Franco-

British Bilateral with President Mitterrand in September. After

consulting the FCO and our High Commission in Canberra ,  I recommend

that if you are prepared to do one interview for the Australian

media before CHOGM, we should go for the Channel 9  "60 Minutes"

programme .  . v 3 - L .a Cc  rv t  v^-L.tt• .

As regards CHOGM itself I suggest that we decide nearer the

time what you might do in terms of the media, apart from the short

interview you have already agreed to give Carol. At Lusaka you gave

a full-dress press conference at the end of the meeting but those

were unique circumstances in the light of developments over Rhodesia.

At previous Commonwealth Conferences the normal practice has been for

the Secretary-General of the Commonwealth to give a press conference

rather than for individual Prime Ministers to hold their own. But we

could consider nearer the time whether you should see the British

correspondents in Melbourne either on-the-record or on a background

basis towards the end of the meeting.

Conclusion

To sum up I suggest the following media commitments in the

context of CHOGM:-

(1) J hour interview with Channel  9 programme  "60 Minutes"

before departure covering CHOGM, major international

issues and  UK/Australian relations.

(2) Short interview with Carol on Channel 7 soon after

your arrival in Melbourne.

/(3)
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(3) Possibly a meeting with the British correspondents

in Melbourne on or off the record towards the end

of the meeting.

Content to proceed on this basis?

BERNARD INGHAM

12 June 1981


